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WITH STAR SYSTEM™

Only ELS Educational Media has designed a learning lab that meets all your teaching objectives...

and challenges you to find more!

The SSTAR SYSTEM not only has unlimited capabilities and applications, it is probably easier to operate than ANY OTHER LAB.

Simply push four buttons and the SSTAR SYSTEM executes your lesson plan AUTOMATICALLY!

THE SSTAR SYSTEM MEETS ANY TEACHING OBJECTIVE...

- Up to 12 Different Program Channels Simultaneously
- Compile Student Responses on One Tape for Grading
- Select Up to 12 Random Groups
- Unique Monitoring Capabilities
- Automatic Testing Functions

ANY FUNCTION, ANY SEQUENCE, ANY OBJECTIVE... AUTOMATICALLY!

"Working to Broaden Your Teaching Horizons"
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12400 N. Santa Fe, Oklahoma City, OK 73114
CALL TOLL-FREE 1-800-654-8428